Tree of many branches

Prejeans, LeBretons trace their heritage for Congrès Mondial

Staff Writer

LAFAYETTE — There are countless stories explaining the origin of any family name or history. But one of these stories in the story of the Prejean-LeBreton family is unique in that it involves a family name that dates back over 100 years.

Prejean-LeBreton family history dates back to the early 19th century when the family settled in Louisiana. The family name is believed to have originated from France, where the family was originally from.

The family history is passed down through generations and is documented in family records and oral traditions. The family has a strong sense of pride in their heritage and has been active in cultural events and celebrations.

Ray Mouch, left, laughs with Carroll, center, and June Prejean on Friday at the Prejean family reunion at Beaver Park in Lafayette.
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